Biochemistry Optical Core (aka BOC)
Is on the **Ground Floor** of the Hector F. DeLuca Sciences Building 4
Phone: (608) 263-2436

A From Biochem Laboratories:
- 3rd Floor to Skywalk
- Cross Skywalk
- Enter Elevator, Select G
- Exit Elevator
- BOC rooms are on this level

B From Biochemical Sciences Building 2 Lobby:
- Hallway on the Left
- Passing Room 1220A
- Turn Right
- Go through Double doors
- Left to Elevator
- Enter Elevator, select GR
- Exit Elevator
- BOC rooms are on this level

C From Biochemical Sciences Building 2 Ramp / Side door:
- Straight ahead
- Go through Double doors
- Left to Elevator
- Enter Elevator, Select GR
- Exit Elevator
- BOC rooms are on this level

D & E & F
From Outside Biochemical Sciences Building 4:
- See Maps
- Once inside
- BOC rooms are on this level